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ON A SYMBOLIC CAD FRONT-END FOR DESIGN EVALUATION BASED 
ON THE PI-THEOREM 
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Abstract. The current implementation and theoretical foundation of a possible symbolic 
front-end for CAD systems for the evaluation of engineering design objects during the 
design process is described. Based on implicit functional descriptions of the design object 
(i.e. the design parameters contained in the database ofthe solid modeler), the Pi-Theorem 
is used to derive the associated dimensionless groups. Based on the assumed validity of the 
evaluation hypothesis that "any minimal description in the sense o/the Pi-Theorem is an 
evaluation", these automatically generated dimensionless groups serve then as a symbolic 
representation for the purpose of design object evaluation. 

1. Introduction 

Due to the complexity of problems inherent to the design process of engineering 
objects, there has been a significant amount of effort to support the designer by 
means of CADI CAE systems able to ease many of the designers routine tasks (SDRC, 
1993). Since the benefit and gain of productivity of such software systems is widely 
accepted, the development of software systems with an even greater functionality 
is an area of intensive current research (ten Hagen et aI., 1991; Dym, 1994). 

While in many new developments the emphasis lies on the application of new 
AI-based techniques to the area of design, there has also been a significant effort in 
the traditional engineering community to formalize the design process from an en
gineering viewpoint (Pahl and Beitz, 1993; Suh, 1990). Since the design of a tech
nical product involves the definition of its purpose, functional descriptions defined 
as functional relationships between physical input, output and state variables may 
be used throughout the design process to represent design object properties inde
pendent of a particular solution (VDI, 1987). During the design process, this func
tional description becomes then more and more concrete (Andreasen, 1992). 

Since the formalism of dimensional analysis based on the Pi -Theorem requires 
only qualitative information about the relevance list of the physical design para-
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meters, this method is most ideally suited for processing qualitative physical know
ledge encoded in such functional descriptions of the design object. Dimensional 
analysis has therefore been already been applied to engineering design problems 
in the past (Kloberdanz, 1991; Dolinskii, 1990), where it was used to ease the mod
eling and helped to gain a deeper understanding of the functional behavior of the 
design object. Other works using dimensional analysis as a basis for the technique 
of qualitative reasoning (Bhaskar and Nigam, 1990; Sycara and Navichandra, 1989) 
on design objects have originated from the field of AI and have once more under
lined the usefulness of this symbolic technique. 

In this work it is shown that dimensional analysis can be used to solve the eval
uation problem which frequently occurs during design synthesis when choosing 
among various design alternatives. Since dimensional analysis relies on the func
tional modeling of the design object, the applicability of the method is restricted 
to the concept and limitations of functional modeling in the CAD process (Kut
tig, 1993). The implementation of this symbolic method could represent an use
ful enlargement to existing CAD systems by creating more abstract, symbolic in
formation created from the physical descriptions of the design object contained in 
the database of the solid modeler. It is important to note that the existing proto
type could simply be incorporated into the application programming interface of 
commercially available CAD/CAE systems (SDRC, 1993) without imposing any 
changes of the currently valid CAD/CAE paradigms or technologies (Hoschek, 
1993; Hoschek and Dankwort, 1994). 

To introduce the theoretical concept of the evaluation hypothesis based on di
mensional analysis heavily used in the later sections, the evaluation problem of 
technical design objects as one of the key problems of design analysis and its place 
in the design process during design synthesis is briefly introduced in section 1. Sec
tion 2 states the key ideas of the evaluation hypothesis. Section 3 contains the ne
cessary proofs and section 4 presents the most important properties which can be 
derived from these proofs. Section 5 gives two short analytic engineering examples 
to demonstrate the suggested technique. Section 6 presents the current status of the 
implementation of the suggested symbolic front-end and closes with an outlook on 
further conceptual developments. 

In the following, the general framework of the design process is described and 
the evaluation problem inherent to the design process is identified. 

1.1. DESIGN PROCESS 

In a simplified view the design process can be understood as a sequence of more 
or less related decisions. These decisions affect the selection of a design topology 
as well as the selection of appropriate sizes of the related design parameters Xl to 
Xn which describe the selected topology with sufficient precision. 

It is evident that at almost every moment during the design process, design al-
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tematives have to be evaluated with respect to the design evaluation criteria. How 
these decisions based on evaluation techniques are made is therefore of crucial im
portance for the sequence of events in the design process. For this reason, the prob-' 
lems underlying the construction of evaluation models will be investigated further 
in the following section. 

1.2. EVALUATION PROBLEM 

If one accepts the principle of decomposition of a general goal into several smaller 
subgoals and the aggregation of evaluations components into a global evaluation 
respectively, then an evaluation model based on such an assumption can only be 
a valuable tool for decision making in the design process if at least acceptable an
swers can be found for the following central questions: 

- how to structure the used goal criteria hierarchy? 
- how to determine the evaluation of various distinct goal criteria? 
- how to aggregate multiple goal criteria into one single goal criterion? 

Due to the lack of a formal methodology providing answers to these fundamental 
questions, most classical decision making models require these questions to be 
answered by a human decision maker (Hwang and Yoon, 1981). The task of the 
human decision maker is to establish the description graph of the design object, 
to determine the evaluation graph and then find the corresponding mapping of the 
description onto the evaluation. This is shown in Figure 1. The influence of the 

mapping 

Figure 1. Object description space X, mappings and evaluation space II. 

decision maker leads to the central question of to what extent a decision reflects 
the personal beliefs of the decision maker or whether an evaluation should be the 
unique property of the design object. This issue will be discussed in the following 
section. 

2. Motivation 

From a comparative analysis of some existing decision theories and evaluation 
models (Rudolph, 1995) it can be concluded that: 
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Under the assumption that an objective evaluation exists in general, it may not 
depend on the arbitrarily chosen definitions of physical units and therefore has 
to be dimensionless. 

- A reproducible and objective evaluation can only exist if it is based on and 
derived from some type of law which has to be dimensionally homogeneous. 

- An evaluation method should tum into exact physics and be consistent in the 
case of complete knowledge about a design object. 

A universal method to construct dimensionless quantities from dimensionally ho
mogeneous equations is given through the Pi-Theorem, which will be presented in 
the next section. To ease the understanding of the introduced model, from now on 
the following terminology will be used as shown in Figure 2, which is essentially 
the same diagram as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2 the Xi and X represent the 
description, while 7rj and II represent the corresponding evaluation. The mapping 
is represented by !.po and !.p j, while!.pl and !.p3 are the aggregation functions of the 
partial evaluations and the partial descriptions respectively. 

!.po 
II X 

!.p3 r r !.pl 

( 7rl, ... , 7rm ) • 
!.pj 

(Xl, ••• ,Xn ) 

Figure 2. Object description space X, mappings 'P and evaluation space II. 

3. Foundation 

Physical quantities may be grouped into the two classes of so called primary and 
secondary quantities (Bridgman, 1922). Primary quantities are hereby quantities 
whose reference measurement is one of the base units of the employed unit system. 
Secondary quantities are derived from primary quantities by some function f. In 
this respect time (measured in s) and length (in m) are primary quantities, while 
velocity (in m/ s) is a secondary quantity. Ratios of both primary and secondary 
quantities are invariant under scale transforms of the type x' = ax of physical 
units, e.g. l[inch] = O.0254[m]. For the special properties of the function f the 
so called Product-Theorem can be proven (Bhaskar and Nigam, 1990; Bridgman, 
1922): 

Product-Theorem. Due to the in variance of ratios of physical quantities under 
scale transforms of physical units, it can be shown that the function f relating a 
secondary quantity to some appropriate primary quantities Xl, •.. ,Xn is of the 
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form 

(1) 

with n c lN, C and the Oiji c JR. 

This property of secondary quantities is then used to prove the so called Buckingham
or Pi-Theorem (Bhaskar and Nigam, 1990; Bridgman, 1922): 

Pi-Theorem. From the existence of a dimensionally homogeneous and complete 
equation f of n physical quantities Xi the existence of an equation F of only m 
dimensionless quantities 7rj can be shown 

(2) 

where r = n - m is the rank of the dimensional matrix constructed by the Xi and 
with dimensionless quantities 7r j of the form 

r IT (l!" 

7rj = Xj x; J' (3) 
i=l 

with j = 1, ... , me lN and the Oiji c JR as constants. (Examples of dimensional 
matrices are given in the application section.) 

An evaluation represents a qualitative and quantitative measure of an object or 
process. As long as its representation form is still redundant, this redundancy can 
be eliminated without loss of information. Therefore an evaluation possesses the 
property of a redundancy-free representation form and is minimal in this respect 
(Rudolph, 1995). This means that the number of independent parameters can't be 
reduced any further. This is expressed in the hypothesis that "any minimal descrip
tion in the sense of the Pi-Theorem is an evaluation". 

4. Evaluation 

Using the proof of the Pi-Theorem, the following list of selected properties can be 
shown for the evaluation method (Rudolph, 1995): 

- Evaluation. The problem of evaluation can be principally reduced to a prob
lem of description. The problem of evaluation is solved exactly in those cases 
where a complete description exists. 

- Minimality. The dimensionless product exponents form a basis in the sense of 
a linear vector space. The properties of a vector space basis like minimality 
is therefore also valid for fundamental systems of dimensionless products. 
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Granularity. The addition of one more X n +1 to the original description set 
of Xl, . .. , Xn adds one more ITm+1 and leaves the original set of evaluation 
components 11·1, ••• , IT m unchanged. This property supports the experience of 
hierarchical refinement in the sequence of the design process. 

- Hierarchy. Solving F for a specific ITj creates immediately a consistent hier
archy as shown in Figure 2. This property can be extended to multiple hier
archies. 
Sensitivity. The differential formulation of the model laws with IT j = const is 
dITj = O. Differentiating equation (3) leads to 

(4) 

and setting d ITj = 0 leads to the general form of an iso-line of an evaluation 
component. If only infinitesimal changes of two design parameters X j and Xi 

are permitted, with all other changes equal to zero one obtains 

i = 1, ... , r 
j = 1, ... ,m 

(5) 

which is analogous to the expression derived in Bhaskar and Nigam (1990) 
for the purpose of "qualitative reasoning". 

- Modularity. The structure of the dimensionless products can be encoded into 
a topological matrix a. With additional use of the unit matrix I the coupling 
matrix K, = aT a is 

(6) 

This is an analogy to the construction of a stiffness matrix of a structure cre
ated from stiffness matrices of multiple finite elements, see also Table 4. 

A few ideas on how the method can be tested is given by the fulfillment of the 
following selected statements and arguments (Rudolph, 1995): 

- Causality. The evaluation II is determined by the complete description X in 
the mathematical sense as a necessary and sufficient condition. 

- Invariance. The evaluation II is invariant under scale transforms of the phys
ical units employed in the description X of the object or process. 

- Abstraction. Since the evaluation II is the property of a whole class of similar 
but well distinct objects in X, the mapping from X to II is mathematically 
surjective and not injective. 
Consistency. Since the evaluation is generated by a mapping, the consistency 
over multiple hierarchy levels is guaranteed if the theory underlying the de
scription hierarchy is consistent. 
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5. Application 

The evaluation method is shown using two examples. The first example focuses on 
the demonstration of some of the properties of the method like the derivation of the 
evaluation components and the demonstration of hierarchy and consistency. The 
second example is taken from a publication in the area of AI (Bhaskar and Nigam, 
1990), so that the link established by the mathematical formulation between en
gineering design evaluation and AI reasoning techniques becomes evident. 

5.1. AUTOMOBILE 

If one tries to evaluate the aerodynamic propenies of an automobile like the one 
sketched out in Figure 3, the relevant physical quantities for the description of the 

P,1l c; V 
\ 

()). w 

I' -I 
Figure 3. Relevant design parameters of car drag model. 

underlying physical process construct the dimensional matrix shown in Table 1. 
From this dimensional matrix with dimension n = 5, rank r = 3 the following 

TABLE 1. Dimensional matrix of car drag parameters. 

I Symbol" [M] [L] [11" SI-Units I Meaning 

l 1 m characteristic length 
v 1 -1 m/s velocity of car 
p 1 -3 kg/m3 density of air 
p. 1 -1 -1 kg/ms viscosity of air 
w 1 1 -2 kgm/s 2 drag of car 

m = n - r = 2 dimensionless products 71"1 and 71"2 can be derived. According to 
the 

w 
(= Cw ) 71"1 

pv 212 
(7) 

71"2 
vIp 

(= Re) 
Il 

(8) 
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completedescription/(xl, ... ,X5) = 0,arelationoftheformF(1l"I,1l"2) = Oof 
two dimensionless variables exists. With reference to the general scheme in Fig
ure 2, this interrelation is shown in Figure 4. While 'PI is given by the chosen 

air, p,J.l shape, v, I 

Figure 4. Description and evaluation graph of car drag w. 

explicit form w = I ( v, 1, P, J.l) of the implicit formulation of I, 'Po and 'P2 are de
termined by equation (7) and (8). Thus only 'P3 still needs to be determined. This is 
mostly done by function approximation of experimental or numerical data for the 
whole class of geometrically similar objects, as shown in Figure 5 for the class of 

103"~~~~~~~~,,~~~~,, 

102~~~~~rr~~+rrH++~Hr~ 

1 101~~~~~rr~~+rrH++~Hr~ 
Cw 
100~~++H-~~d+~+H~~++H-~~ 

10-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 

Re-
Figure 5. Drag coefficient Cw of spheres. 

spheres (Zierep, 1972). The approximation and visualization of experimental or 
numerical data using 'P3 instead of <PI is advantageous, since the number of inde
pendent parameters is reduced and the interpretation of the obtained relationship 
more general (Kline, 1986). 

5.2. PRESSURE VALVE 

The modeling of the pressure valve is done according to the presentation in Bhas
kar and Nigam (1990). There the whole mechanism as shown in Figure 6 is modeled 
in two parts: (A) the pipe, using a functional description of IA(p, a, Pi, Po, q) = 0, 
(B) the orifice, using a functional description of IB (k, x, p) = O. The correspond
ing dimensional matrices are named A and B, see table 2. The interaction of both 
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q, Po 

Figure 6. Relevant design parameters of pressure valve. 

TABLE 2. Dimensional matrices of pressure valve com
ponents And B. 

I A ,,[M] [L] [T]" SI-units I Meaning 

p 1 -3 kg/m 3 density 

a 2 m2 area 

Pi I -1 -2 N/m 2 pressure in 

po 1 -1 -2 N/m 2 pressure out 
q 3 -1 m 3 /s stream flow 

I B ,,[M] [L] [T]" SI-units I Meaning 

k I -2 kg/s2 spring constant 
x 1 m elongation 

P 1 -1 -2 N/m2 local pressure 

components is modeled using (C) two coupling conditions, with functional de
scriptions fC1 (p, Po) = 0 and fcz (x, a) = o. The corresponding dimensional 
Matrices are named C1 and C2, see table 3. Using these four matrices, the follow
ing dimensional products can be constructed, which in Bhaskar and Nigam (1990) 
are also called ensembles 

q p1/Z 
(9) 7rlA ~ aPi 

7rZA 
Po (10) 
Pi 

7rlB 
XP 
k 

(11) 

7rlC 
P 

Po 
(12) 

x 
(13) 7rZC 

a1/ Z 
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TABLE 3. Dimensional matrices of functional coupling 
conditions Cl and C2. 

I 01 II [M] 

I 02 II [M] 

[L] 

-1 
-1 

[L] 

1 
2 

[T] II SI-units I Meaning 

-211 N/m2 
1 local pressure 1 

-2 N/m2 pressure out 

[T] II SI-units I Meaning 

" 

1 
elongation 
area 

Since the five ensembles have some of the variables in common, they are not in
dependent from each other and the coupling relationship can be drawn as an un
directed graph as shown in Figure 7. 

~ ________ ~Pli ________ ~ 

la Pol 
8----=x---S------I:..p---8 

Figure 7. Undirected graph of ensembles (Bhaskar and Nigam, 1990). 

With the calculus derived in equation (5), the qualitative behavior of Po due 
to small changes in Pi can now be determined with a strategy called "qualitative 
reasoning". Using the chain rule, the sign ofthe derivative ~:~ can be determined, 
when expanding the derivative along the path 7rlC -+ 7riB -+ 7r2G -+ 7riA in the 
undirected graph. 

(14) 

The coupling matrIx K, of the design variables constructed using equation (6) de
pends only on the product form of the dimensionless products and is shown in 
Table 4. 

In analogy to the construction of a stiffness matrix in cartesian coordinates 
(Argyris and Mlejnek, 1986) of a structure created from stiffness matrices of mul
tiple finite elements in natural coordinates, the five dimensionless variables can be 
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TABLE 4. Design coupling matrix f>. 

q p a Pi po P x k 
1 1 1 1 

1 1 
a 1 1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
f 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 

11"1 A 

11"2 A 

1I"1B 

1I"1C 

1I"2C 

fa 

interpreted as the natural degrees of freedom of the design object. In this repres
entation the off-diagonal elements are indicators for the implicit coupling of the 
design variables. 

In the following, a short description of the current implementation of the sug
gested symbolic CAD-front-end based on the suggested techniques will be given. 

6. Symbolic CAD Front-End 

Using the previous example of the pressure valve design, the currently implemen
ted features of the suggested symbolic front-end for CAD/CAE systems are shown 
in Figure 8. Since the UNIX-based, network-transparent software programmed in 
MotiflC is not yet fully incorporated into the CAD application programming in
terface, a rough sketch ofthe pressure valve and its physical design parameters in
volved in the modeling are displayed as a postscript image in the upper right comer. 
The engineer can then select the appropriate variable descriptions in a database 
provided by the system, as shown in the upper left comer (see window Database 
Form). 

By selecting the appropriate design variables, the dimensional matrices of the 
two components of the pressure valve and their topological coupling conditions are 
constructed (see the three windows Analyze Form), and, according to equation 3, 
the associated dimensionless groups are automatically generated. The symbolic in-
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-1 0 
0 0 

0 a_ q, P. 0 PI, P 
1 -. ".trKJ I -3 0 
2 0 

-1 -2 
-1 -. 
3 -1 
0 -2 

q pll' 
"Al 

ap~" 

"A' ~ 
PI 
:z:p 

T 
l!... 
p, 

:z: 

1 -1 a'l' 
1 -1 
0 
0 

q m, . pi pO p . k 

1 a 0 
1 0 a 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 

Figure 8. Symbolic CAD front-end prototype. 

formation of the building structure of the dimensionless groups is then converted 
into a postscript format and displayed on the screen as well (see background win
dow in the middle). Using this symbolic information, the coupling matrix accord
ing to equation 6 (see window kJnatrix) and the corresponding undirected graph 
(see window Analysis) are also generated by the system. 

The manual selection of the design variables and the generation of the symbolic 
information takes the designing engineer about less than a minute. Once incor-
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porated into the application programming interface, this step can be further auto
mated. This means that it could be imagined that the current design parameter val
ues Xl, ••. , Xn are extracted and continuously updated from the database of the 
solid modeler of the CAD system. The information automatically created by the 
system in this way would provide the engineer with valuable qualitative insights 
into the interdependencies of his design. In this respect, the closed loop in the un
directed graph window indicates the existence of possible feedback (Bhaskar and 
Nigam, 1990). 

Despite the relative little time of the availability of this software tool and the 
little experience gained with it until now, the potential of the approach of com
bining symbolic properties of finite components in analogy to the combination of 
numerical properties in classical finite element methods seems apparent. Due to 
the fact that the theoretical basis of the approach relies on the traditional engineer
ing method of dimensional analysis, any other techniques relying on this notation, 
such as qualitative reasoning techniques (Bhaskar and Nigam, 1990) or engineer
ing design using similar size ranges (Pahl and Beitz, 1993), both based on dimen
sional analysis, might be straightforwardly added. This concept seems therefore to 
be worthwhile further investigation. 

7. Conclusion 

By interpretation of the postulated evaluation hypothesis, it is most interesting to 
note that it can be shown that in a rigorous sense an evaluation is only possible if a 
complete description in form of functional relationships of the design parameters 
are known. Since complete functional descriptions are generally difficult to ob
tain, incomplete descriptions in the case of complex design problems will not al
low to evaluate missing technical aspects nor give a complete set of dimensionless 
products. Therefore not all coupling between design variables will be detected and 
originally coupled design spaces will be looked at as orthogonal. This fact however 
is not a specific weakness of the suggested approach, but reflects the fact of incom
plete modeling of physical phenomena only. The coupling matrix K in Table 4 will 
reflect these facts by less off-diagonal entries. 

Even though the method put that much emphasis on a clear understanding and a 
complete description of the problem, dimensional analysis based on the Pi-Theorem 
has always been a valuable tool for engineers facing and investigating complex 
technical problems. Proving the completeness of the relevance list Xl, ..• , Xn of 
parameters is restricted to areas of "sharp" physical knowledge but the method 
with its property as a mathematically necessary condition can't lead to formal con
tradictions by itself. This imposes no principal restrictions on the use of the method 
in areas of "unsharp" physical knowledge. 
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Of further interest is also the question, what consequences will be caused by 
the necessary selection of one specific set of 11"1, ••• , 11" m out of the mathematically 
equivalent (n - r) -parametric solution space of dimensional matrices. Due to the 
mathematical formulation, the link between classical similarity methods, design 
evaluation methods and qualitative reasoning techniques could be shown. Such a 
consistent formulation might ease algorithmic and implementation aspects of fu
ture design systems combining these features. 

A future design system could possibly exploit detection of similarity for the 
creation of associations or analogy conclusions (Kodratoff, 1990). Further, the iden
tification of weak coupling of design variables could be used to develop decompos
ition strategies for automatic design optimization. The investigation of such pos
sibilities might be a first step to make one day more efficient or even more intelli
gent design support systems a reality. 
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